Firenock Review by Ron Garstka May 28, 2008
Lightning Nock GSH (LG), Firenock GSH (GS, S1), GST (ST)
In the past I have used a couple different brands of lighted nocks with limited success. When they worked they worked
great! More often than not they were not very reliable.
Once the Lightening Nocks were available I had to see what they were like. I was immediately impressed with the
brightness, the construction and the fact that both the nock and battery were replaceable. I started shooting the nock on a
regular basis to see if it would hold up. After a week or so it did not light up on a shot and after inspection I saw that the
solder had let loose on a connection. I contacted Firenock and a replacement was on it’s way. Once I was convinced that
the nock was going to work as stated I ordered more but upgraded to the Firenock.
I now have hundreds of shots on these nocks and have not had a single failure. They are very bright and the quality is
second to none. I also like the fact that same weight practice nocks are included.
My 3D league began a few weeks ago and this past week I used the Firenock target nocks, (They turn themselves off
about 15 seconds after being shot). They not only added a lot of fun to shoot, but they worked flawlessly and attracted a lot
of interest from fellow shooters. The target nocks were awesome last night at my 3D shoot. It was pretty funny, if I shot first
the next guy in line would scramble trying to use my lit nock as an aiming point. Not once were they able to get a shot off
before the nock turned itself off!
As a bonus I did manage to beat everyone that was shooting with us last night!
Bottom line is these are Great products with Great customer support!
I would highly recommend them.
Ron Garstka
Garst6@aol.com

Firenock note: The very first 100 run of the Lightning Nock LG do not have the correct finish on the battery wire. Loose solder on wire will no longer be an
issue as we have a better finish and a mechanical lock for the battery wire on all current production models to eliminate that from happening again.

